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The Big Books in this series are available in all languages. They were developed 
by a team of UNISA Language and Education experts as part of their Community 
Engagement contribution to South Africa’s education sector.

Second Edition 2019

Acknowledgment is made of the important work done in the fi rst edition of these 
Big Books. But in order to meet the President’s target that every ten-year-old 
will read for meaning (State of the Nation Address, 20 June 2019), additional 
development was required. 

First edition illustrations have been used, and new stories and illustrations 
developed, to craft additional complex stories to explicitly develop critical 
comprehension skills among young learners.

Led by Anglo American South Africa Education Programme.
Funded by Anglo America’s business units: Coal SA, De Beers,

Kumba Iron Ore, Anglo American Platinum as well as
SIOC - community development trust

How to make your own 
Big Book stand

GR3

Grade 3 ENG

T2

Book

You will need:
1. Cardboard with the same width as an open Big 

Book (594 mm) and three times the length (1360 
mm).

2. Masking tape.
3. Two washing pegs to keep the cardboard in 

place.

Fold the cardboard to make an A-shape and clip the 
base and the front together as shown below. (Use 
masking tape to join pieces of cardboard together if 
you don’t have a long enough piece.) Use a bulldog or 
binder clip to keep the book in place on the stand. 
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Term 2
Stories in this book:

17

Li Jie, the fabulous and talented 
archer2

v

1
1

Mandu’s secret diary7
81

The world’s first writers8
91

Bheki’s new bike

There’s a monster in my cupboard
103

9

Hot toast coming up
29

3

43

Candice and Carla’s big 
adventure4

Jojo’s new school
55

5

67
Timeo helps his family6
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117
Dolphins to the rescue10


